Subject: Useful UBC settings  
Posted by Scaryman on Tue, 18 Dec 2007 22:25:42 GMT

Hello,
i search for Useful UBC-Settings. I have big Problems to understand "numothersock ,tcprcvbuf ,tcpsndbuf". I have read the User's Guide and the Wiki but it dont help me. Can any bode post a good ve Configuration? I can ram and disk settings adjust.

Big Thanks,and sorry for my bad English.

Subject: Re: Useful UBC settings  
Posted by ledude1 on Tue, 01 Jan 2008 22:58:27 GMT

I second to that. For some reason the technical explanation is there but no example on what those numbers mean. Please help.

Subject: Re: Useful UBC settings  
Posted by vaverin on Wed, 02 Jan 2008 14:24:37 GMT

please use vzsplit utility -- it will create config samples for your nodes.

also you can found some config examples on our wiki:
http://wiki.openvz.org/UBC_configuration_examples

thank you,
Vasily Averin

Subject: Re: Useful UBC settings  
Posted by SoftDux on Thu, 17 Apr 2008 09:45:14 GMT

The vzsplit utility isn't very effective.

What I mean with this, is that I can easily create 10 equal size VPS' according to your hardware resources, but it can't create equal amount of containers with specific limits. Say I want to create the containers with 512MB RAM, or 10GB HDD space, this won't work with the vzsplit utility

Subject: Re: Useful UBC settings  
Posted by zoom on Sun, 27 Apr 2008 22:20:16 GMT
Have you tried using the UBC Samples table on the wiki? I found this table very useful when planning for my containers. You can simply take a base configuration and either increase or decrease the size by some multiple based on your needs.